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Andrzej Murasik. Andrzej Czopnik, Natalia Shitsevalova. Lukas Keller. Marcus Zolliker and
Yurji Paderno: Analysis of magnetic ordering in TbBji by means of powder neutron
diffraction The neutron diffraction study of the magnetically ordered TbBii reveals that its
magnetic structure is between (4.2 - 15) K is characterized by the coexistence of two magnetic
phases which cannot be indexed within the reciprocal lattice point neither of the chemical cell
nor with any simple multiple of it. As no higher order satellites were detected, the models
considered were restricted to the sinusoidally modulated type. The incommensurate magnetic
structure of TbB^ has been satisfactorily described by a single k = (H+r, VZ+T, Vi+ T) phase
with some admixture of the phase describing a similar ordering but with somewhat
different T. At the temperature range (15-16) K a phase transition of the phase II to a
paramagnetic state is observed. This effect is accompanied by a significant drop of magnetic
moment amplitude of the phase I from 7.95 to 5.6 )IB with the simultaneous differentiation
of the sine-wave propagation along the [001] and [100] (or [0 1 0]) directions In contrast
to specific heat measurements no additional phase transition at ~18 K was detected

Andrzej Murasik, Andrzej Czopnik. Natalia Shitsevalova. Lukas Keller. Marcus Zolliker and
Yurij Paderno• Analiza magnetycznego uporządkowania w TbBr? metoda proszkowej
dyfrakcji neutronów Neutronograficzne badanie magnetycznie uporządkowanego związku
ujawniło, iż w przedziale temperaturowym (42 - 15) K jego strukturę magnetyczną
charakteryzuje współistnienie dwu faz magnetycznych o periodyczności niewspółmiernej ani
z rozmiarami komórki chemicznej ani jej wiekokrotności W obu fazach magnetyczna
struktura da się opisać za pomocą wektora propagacji k = (Vz+T, VZ+T, Vz+ T) różniącego się
jedynie wartościami liczbowymi T. W przedziale temperatur (15 - 16) K faza II zanika w
sposób skokowy. Zjawisku temu towarzyszy wyraźne zmniejszenie amplitudy propagacji z
7.95 do 5.6 UB oraz zróżnicowanie modulacji w odniesieniu do kierunków
krystalograficznych [00 1] i [l 00] (lub zamiennie [ O l 0]) W przeciwieństwie do danych
literaturowych odnoszących się do pomiarów ciepła właściwego, w badaniach neutronowych
nie wykryto drugiej przemiany w okolicy 18 K
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rare earth dodecaboride compounds - REB^ (RE: Y, Tb - Lu) - exhibit a variety of magnetic
properties, which result predominantly from the nature of RE-ions due to their unfilled 4f
shell. Below 0.4 K LuBj2 becomes a superconductor [1], YbBi2 is Kondo dielectric with
metal-like conductivity and localized magnetic moment up to nitrogen temperatures and non-
magnetic semiconductor below them [2], whereas TbBn, DyBj2, HoB^, ErBi2, and TmB]2
reveal antiferromagnetic properties at low temperatures [3].

Till now, only in TmBi2 the magnetic ordering has been studied by the neutron diff-
raction. This work has been inspired by the MSssbauer study of Gubbens and co-workers
who, basing on spectroscopy measurements, have concluded that TmB^ is a singlet-triplet
system, so the magnetic ordering below TN = 3.2 K is the result of an induced moment into
the ground state by a magnetically spirited and closely spaced F4 triplet [4].

To verify this hypothesis we have undertaken the neutron diffraction study [5]. Neutron
diffraction experiments made on TmnBj2 powder sample enriched with MB isotope show that
this compound exhibits antiferromagnetic ordering described by a propagation vector
k = {l/2±r, 1/2+T, l/2±r}, (T = 0.038). In contrast to [4] the maximum amplitude of magnetic
moment at 1.5 K was found equal to (3.2 ± O.!)UB in reasonable agreement with the zero-field
magnetization for the FS(I) triplet as a ground CEF level deduced from the Schottky specific
heat. Present work is therefore a continuation of studies aiming the determination of magnetic
ordering in these interesting compounds in order to put the analysis of their magnetic
properties in a wider experimental basis.

2. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF

Rare earth dodecaboride compounds - REBi2 (RE; Y, Ttn-Yb) crystallize in a cubic fee lattice
of UBi2-type (space group Fm3m-Oh with atomic positions: RE in 4(a) (0,0,0); B in 48(i)
0/2, x, x) + fee translation) which may be considered as a simple cubic closest-packed lattice
formed by rigid units - B12 cubooctahedrons with metal atoms located in cavities of this
lattice. The crystal structure may also be derived from the NaCl-type structure where the Na
sites are replaced by RE - ions and the Cl sites - by 812 cubooctahedrons. Strong covalent
bonds between boron atoms both intra and inter 812 cages lead to very rigid boron sublattice
and as consequence to the rigidity of the whole structure and high melting temperatures of
dodecaborides [6]. Details of the structure are shown in the three- dimensional view in Fig. 1.





The extensive investigations (including the magnetization, heat capacity etc.) of both
TbBi2 and other dodecaborides, performed on single- and polycrystalline samples, have been
reported in series of works [1, 7-10]. From these data it was possible to determine magnitudes
of some fundamental magnetic characteristics inherent to these compounds, i.e. the Neel
temperatures TN , the paramagnetic Curie temperatures &p and the effective magnetic
moments f^y of the corresponding rare earth ions.

The results of heat capacity measurements for TbBi2 are reproduced in Fig. 2.
Unexpectedly, below the second order transition from the ordered state to the paramagnetic
state occuring at TN = 22.05 K, two sharply defined transitions at TI = 14.6 K and T2 =18.2 K
respectively occuring on the slope of Cp with Cp(max) at Tinax = 19 87 K. were found. The
nature of these transitions however is not clearly understood One of us (A Czopnik) has
suggested that in TbBn below the Neel point, the magnetic amplitude-modulated (AM)
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Fig. 2. The TbB,2 heat capacity in the region of AF ordering. Different symbols
correspond to different samples. (Reproduced from [8]).



structure is realized and a transition from AM structure to the more stable at lower
temperature antiphase magnetic structure according to Periodic Field Model [11-13] occurs
over the set of two consecutive first-order transitions. In order to verify this hypothesis by
neutron diffraction experiments such a study has been undertaken recently on the
polycrystalline sample and the results are shown in the present paper.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. Sample preparation

For construction of magnetic phase diagrams and unique determination of a magnetic moment
direction in cubic crystals the neutron experiment studies have to be performed with single
crystals in magnetic fields. According to phase diagrams the process of rare earth
dodecaborides melting has the peritectic character [14-18]. However for dodecaborides from
Dy up to Lu the zone-melted polycrystalline and single crystal samples were prepared due to
an optimization of the growing technological parameters: the source composition of samples,
the crystallization rate, the inert gas pressure etc. [19, 20]. Unfortunately several efforts
aiming to prepare the single-phase TbBn samples by inductive zone melting failed. This
compound decomposes under melting, giving a mixture of TbB4, TbBe and TbBi2 phases.
Evidently, its unstable behaviour under melting is stipulated by its position at the edge of the
existence of the given structure type. Therefore for the neutron diffraction the TbBn
polycrystalline powder sample was prepared. It was obtained by borothermal reduction of
terbium oxide in vacuum at 1850 K. To avoid a large absorption of thermal neutrons by nuclei
of IOB contained in the boron natural mixture in amounts of ~20 %, the isotope UB was used
for the synthesis. The 99.5 % enrichment of boron by HB has been achieved. Unfortunately
the presence of impurities in boron, stabilize also other boride phase — TbBe and despite
aftertreatment by HNOs the traces of this phase, in amounts of ~3 %, have been detected in
the diffraction pattern.

3.2. Neutron experiment

The neutron diffraction measurements have been done at the Swiss Spallation Source SINQ
of the Paul Scherrer Institute at Villigen, Switzerland. The experiment was performed using
the double axis multi-counter powder diffractometer DMC installed at the cold neutron guide.
The 10 g polycrystalline sample of TbBj2 was encapsuled in a cylindrical vanadium container
of 8 mm diameter and 50 mm length, filled with the helium gas and inserted into the close-
cycle helium refrigerator. The neutron wavelength of ~2.45 A and the pyrolythic graphite
filter were used throughout the experiment. Measurements were carried out at several
temperatures, between 4 and 24 K, i.e. below and above TN allowing to detect the anticipated
magnetic phase transitions as well as to compare the diffraction patterns in the ordered and
paramagnetic states.



4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 3 displays the neutron diffraction difference patterns of 1(4 K) - 1(24 K), and 1(15 K) -
1(24 K) diagrams taken in a wide range of scattering angles including in particular the region
of low angles where the magnetic contribution is usually the strongest one. It is clearly seen
that at 4. and 15 K the diffraction patterns are very similar. The distribution of strong
magnetic satellite peaks around the reciprocal lattice points, where the superstructure lines
would occur if the magnetic unit cell, in comparison to the nuclear one, is doubled in three
directions is in both patterns almost identical. In addition, they have also almost identical
intensities. In both diagrams one can also notice the pairs of small magnetic satellites, which
due to the greater linewidths appear as the "wings" around the strong magnetic satellites.

We attribute these features to the presence of two coexisting magnetic phases which
readily can be described by the same propagation vector: k = {1/2+t, l/2±i, l/2±i}, but with
somewhat different values of T

Using the FULLPROF fitting procedure [21], and assuming that in both phases the ma-
ximum amplitude of magnetic moment is the same, we were able to determine the propa-
gation vector k ={l/2±r, l/2±r, l/2±r} (with TI = 0.022 and T2 = 0.059 corresponding to each
magnetic phase), the relative contents of both phases, and to fit the data with acceptable
accuracy. Moreover, with this assumption in mind, and introducing two scaling factors
constrained by scaling factor related to the nuclear scattering, we were able to determine the
relative contributions of magnetic phases I and II. Their propoportions were found to be:
(88 ± 0.6) %, (12 ± 0.6)% at 4.2 K and (90.0 ± 0.6) % (10.0 ± 0.6) % at 15 K respectively.

As no higher order satellites were detected, only sinusoidal moment arrangements were
considered. The structure can be described as a modulation of magnetic moments (aligned
along the cube edge, stacked parallel in (111) sheets but with antiparallel orientation of the
neighbouring sheets), which propagates along three crystallographic directions. The
FULLPROF fitting procedure yields satisfactory agreement as shown by both a relatively
smooth I0bs - Icaic curve (bottom of Fig. 3) and the low ̂ 2 factors equal to 9.6 and 10.6 for 4.2
and 15 K data respectively. The maximum amplitude of magnetic moment for the Tb ion at
4.2 K is equal to (8.13 ± 0.08)ne , and at 15 K, within experimental error, remains unaltered.

Due to known ambiguity in determining the moment alignment from the powder study of
a structure with cubic symmetry, no moment orientation with respect to unit cell axes could
be determined. Thus the [001] moment direction along the one of cube edge has been chosen
arbitrarily.

At 16 K for the phase I an abrupt drop of magnetic moment amplitude is observed,
accompanied by the disappearing of the phase II and a small rearrangement of magnetic peak
positions. At 16 K the magnetic moment amplitude amounts to (5.60 ± 0.09)ue- Preliminary,
we tried to fit the data using the same propagation vector k as in case of 4.2 and 15 K
diagrams. However, no successful profile fitting could be obtained (cf.: Fig. 4 upper diagram).

The results have been apparently improved by relaxing the constrain: TX = xy = TZ i.e.
instead of an overall i-vector we introduced TI and TZ. Assuming magnetic moments poin-
ting along the cube edge denoted as [0 0 l]-axis there are only two possible arrangements of
TI and TI with respect to [0 0 1] direction. Namely: either k ={l/2±ri, \/2±i\, 1/2±T2} or
{l/2±ri, l/2±r2, l/2±ri}. An alternate setting: {1/2±T2, l/2±ri, l/2±ri} yields of course the
same result. The summary of neutron diffraction studies are displayed in Table 1,
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Fig. 3. Neutron diffraction difference patterns 1(4 K - 24 K) and 1(15 K - 24 K)
showing solely the magnetic contribution in the ordered state. Notice the
coexistence of two incommensurate magnetic phases. The vertical bars in
subsequent rows of each diagram, show the calculated positions of magnetic
reflections resulting from the appropriate magnetic phase.
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Fig. 4. Three models of the incommensurate magnetic ordering in TbB12 at 16 K. The
upper, middle and the bottom diagrams show different calculated diffraction
patterns fitted to the same experimental data. The model 1 correspond to the
ordering observed at 4 and 15 K. In models 2 and 3 the constrain T, = Ty = TZ has
been relaxed and two different vectors TI , T2 have been assumed. The vertical
bars in each diagram indicate the calculated positions of magnetic reflections.
The best agreement is obtained for the model 3 as described in text.
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Fig. 5. Schematic view of magnetic ordering in TbB)2 at 16 K. Insert shows the elemen-
tary chemical unit cell with Tb atoms at: (0, 0,0), ('/z, '/2,0), ('/z, 0, 'A), (0, Vi, '/i)
positions. At the bottom of figure the propagation of magnetic moments along
the [010] is drawn schematically. Distance between successive circles corresponds
to the multiplicity of the chemical cell dimension along the cube edge.

In the Fig. 5 is shown schematically the arrangements of moments and their propagation
along the [0 1 0] direction. The variation of moments along the [1 0 0] and [001] axes is
similar. The picture will differ somewhat for [001] direction due to the difference between TI
and T2. The measurements performed at 15 and 16 K clearly demonstrate that in this
temperature region, indeed a rapid magnetic phase transition occurs accompanied by: (i) the
substantial and sudden drop of the magnitude of magnetic moment, (ii) disappea-rance of
additional magnetic phase and (iii) the small rearrangement in components of the propagation
vector k.

The crystal field splitting scheme deduced from the heat capacity of TbB^ yields the F2
singlet as a lowest state. Since such a ground state has no magnetic moment, hence only for
the overcritical exchange, the singlet state mixes spontaneously with higher-lying crystal-field
states to produce an energetically lower-lying polarised ground-state. In such a case TbB 12
represents an induced-moment antiferromagnet. In order to determine the crystal-field
splitting scheme for TbB 12 in a reliable way, of course the neutron spectroscopy
measurements have to be performed. However the neutron diffraction data, in particular the
determined magnetic moment at 4.2 K as compared to the calculated one based on a CEF
scheme derived from specific heat measurements, can also give some insight into electronic
structure of Tb + ion in the Tbi2 compound. To do this, we assumme that in the ordered state
a rare earth system can be described by a Hamiltonian consisting of a crystal-field and an
exchange term taken in the molecular field approximation:

+ ex (1)



where % = * (Qj + 5.0j) + B6 (0° - 21.CJ) (2)
•>

The coefficients 84 and 85 are factors which determine the scale of the crystal field

and Of^ are the Stevens operator equivalents of the corresponding spherical ,

obtained by replacing the Cartesian components of the arguments of the spherical harmonics
(suitably symmetrized) by the Cartesian components of J. Thus the crystal-field
Hamiltonian is completely determined by symmetry considerations except for the parameters
84 and 85.

In the molecular field approximation the exchange term is given by:

^Tex = -gjtH,H„fUi (3)

where the molecular field Hmf is given by: Hmf = gjftB W)

By the simultaneous diagonalization of the Hamiltonian [1] using the crystal-field term
according to equation [2] and the LLW parametrization scheme [22] with the values of
crystal field parameters W, x as determined from the Schottky capacity measurements [8] we
have calculated the zero-field magnetisations for three principal crystallographic directions
from which we found the [0 0 1] to be an easy axis. Assuming the molecular field parameter

21 2
A,m = 12.2 x 10 gauss /erg corresponding to TN = 22 K we compared the temperature
behaviour of magnetic moment as determined from experiment and deduced from calculation
based on the crystal-field parameters and the Ne~el temperature from [8]. The dashed red lines
in figure 6, (which serve as guide to eye) represent the "hypothetical" behaviour of the zero-
field magnetizations for two cases: (a) when T\ would be the first order transition to
paramagnetic state, and the (b) case which visualises the hypothetical extension of the zero
field magnetization to lower temperature by neglecting the anomaly occurring at TI = 16 K.
In the temperature range 4.2 - 15 K it resembles the course of the zero-field magnetisation
characterized the first order transition. This indeed occurs for the phase II but has some
influence on phase I which around 16 K displays a step-like behaviour.

In view of unusual and complex behaviour of magnetisation, the deviation between
calculated and observed plots is not surprising. But the important issue of these
calculations is the magnitude of zero-field magnetisation at 4.2 K u.(4.2 K) s 8.12 HB which
fits very well the value of maximum amplitude of magnetic moment (8.13 ± 0.08) JUB
deduced from the neutron experiment. In this context, the crystal field splitting scheme as
derived from the specific heat measurements, yielding a singlet ̂  as a ground level, appears
to be very probable. From the Fig. 6 it is clearly seen that at TI the magnetic structure of
TbBi2 partially disorders. This is confirmed by the low angle neutron diagrams of Fig. 7 for
15, 16 and 24 K in which the apparent change of the background shape is clearly visible and
cannot be solely accounted for, by the disappearance of the phase II. We were unable to
confirm experimentally the existence of additional anomaly at the temperature region of
18 - 19 K detected in the specific heat measurements.
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field parameters after Shitsevalova [8] (Ph. D thesis), with the [ 0 0 1 ] direction as an
easy axis and assuming after [8] TN = 22.05 K. The solid black line drawn through
experimental points serve as a guide to eye and displays the temperature behaviour of
magnetisation below and above the Tt transition. The red dashed lines represent the
'hypothetical' behaviour of the zero-field magnetizations for two particular situations:
the a case, when T, would be a first order transition to paramagnetic state obeying
both magnetic phases and the b case, which visualises the 'hypothetical extension* of
the experimental zero field magnetization to lower temperature, neglecting the
anomaly occurring at T! = 16 K. The symbol A.m denotes the molecular field parameter.
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Table 1. Summary of the neutron diffraction study performed in the paramagnetic and
antiferromagnetic state.

Structural parameters of TbBi2 Space group Fm3m a<, = (7.4959 ±0.0005) A

Ato
m
Tb
B

site

4(a)
48(i)

x/a

0
1/2

y/a

0
0.1 689 ±0.0001

z/a

0
0.1689 ±.0001

B [A]'

—
—

Parameters of magnetic structure for phase I

T[K]

4.2

15

16

Tx

0.021 8 ±0.0001

0.0219 ±0.0001

0.0451 ±0.0003

Tv

0.021 8 ±0.0001

0.0219 ± 0.0001

0.0451+0.0003

Tz

0.021 8 ±0.0001

0.0219 ± 0.0001

0.021 7 ±0.0005

ampl. of magnetic moment [)HB]

8.13 ±0.08

7.95 ± 0.07

5.60 ± 0.09

Parameters of magnetic structure for phase II

T[K]

4.2

15

16

TX

0.0596 ± 0.0011

0.0593 ± 0.0012

—

Tv

0.0596 ± 0.0011

0.0593 ± 0.0012

—

TZ

0.0596 ±0.00 11

0.0593 ± 0.0012

—

ampl. of magnetic moment [H.B]

8.13 ±0.08

7.95 ± 0.07

—

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From the Schottky contribution to the TbBn heat capacity in the paramagnetic state the
possible parameters of crystal field (W = -0.38 K, x = 0.44) and crystal field splitting schemes
were determined. In spite of satisfactory agreement between the experimental and calculated
Schottky heat capacities this result has to be considered only as preliminary and with caution
since the calculations with the same parameters performed to determine the magnetic entropy,
reveal an apparent disagreement between the observed and calculated entropies. Comparing
however, the calculated zero field magnetisation with the neutron data we see that apart
from the temperature behaviour, the value of the zero-field magnetisation at 4.2 K is very
close to the maximum amplitude of magnetic moment determined from the neutron
experiment.

12
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The magnetic phase transition occurring at about 15 K can be attributed rather to the
appearance (or disappearance) of additional magnetic phase with the simultaneous
rearrangement of the T -components of the propagation vector k describing the incom-
mensurate, sine-wave modulation of magnetic moments. Actually we were unable to detect
neither any structural rearrangement of atoms in the unit cell, nor the change of symmetry,
although such a possibility cannot be excluded. Below T\, i.e. down to 4.2 K, the magnetic
structure appears to remain unchanged. This behaviour is quite unusual since at lower
temperature, higher order terms in the free energy should induce either some squaring of the
modulation or a transition to a commensurate phase [22]. Hence a sine-wave modulation
cannot remain pure sine-wave when the temperature is decreased, except in a few particular
cases. For example, it has been pointed that a magnetic structure with a sine-wave modulation
of magnetic moments can be stable down to T = O K if the ground state is a singlet (see
TbNio.6Cuo.4 [23] or a many body singlet as in CeA^ attributed to Kondo effects [24]. Since
the crystal field parameters obtained from the Schottky measurements yield the ̂  singlet as
the lowest level, hence in order to induce a magnetic moment on a non Kramers ion, the
exchange field has to mix the ground and the nearest excited state eigenfunctions. The
magnetic moment depends on the ratio between the energy of the acting field and the energy
gap between low lying states. The magnetic moment can have any value below &///#/ without

13



increasing the system entropy. Thus if at a given temperature the sinusoidal structure is
favorable it will remain stable down to 0 K. Since in our neutron experiment we did not
observe any change of magnetic structure down to 4.2 K, it is very likely that TbBi2 belongs
to the same class of compounds for which the sinusoidal magnetic structure persists down to
lowest temperatures.

During the analysis of experimental data the one problem appeared being connected with
a small admixture of the TbBg phase. Although this effect can be partially diminished by
taking the difference diagram, however the magnetic contribution (if any) cannot be removed
by applying such a procedure. If the transition to the ordered state in TbBe would occur in the
temperature range lying much lower than the Neel temperature observed for TbBi2 a simple
test to detect magnetic contribution originating from TbB$ could be performed by comparing
the difference diagrams taken at various temperature i.e. below and above of the anticipated
transition to the ordered state in

Unfortunately, according to [25 - 27] the reported Ne~el point 17.8 K [25], 19.5 [26] and
21.5 [27] K for TbBe lies quite close to that one observed for TbBi2. Although several
suggestions concerning the magnetic ordering in TbBg (complex, multiaxial, triple-q
ordering, metamagnetic behaviour), based on bulk measurements have been supposed, till
now to our knowledge, no details of magnetic structure of TbBg are known.

On the other hand a careful examination of our diffraction data taken at different
temperatures did not reveal, within experimental error, any additional magnetic peaks besides
of those which could be unambiguously attributed to the TbBi2 phase. We conclude therefore
that the magnetic contribution arising from the magnetic ordering of TbBc and the eventual
coincidence with magnetic peaks of TbBi2 has a negligible influence on the determined
parameters of magnetic ordering in the latter. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that the
second transition at -19 K observed at ~19 K in heat capacity measurements is due to the
magnetic ordering of TbB^ impurity. Another explanation of observed differences taken into
account, was that the sample used for the heat capacity measurement and that one prepered in
a larger volume for neutron experiment were not exactly the same. For example, in our
earlier studies of Tmlns [28 ], [29 ] we have found that its low temperature magnetic
behaviour strongly depends on the method of sample preparation, in particular on releasing
the strains. The most pronounced effect of unreleased strains has been found in non-annealed
sample of Tmlnj which exhibited a coexistence of two magnetic phases described by the
propagation vectors k = {1/2, 1/2, 0} and {0, 0, 1/2} respectively. Having this discrepancy in
mind, we performed additional susceptibility measurements on the TbBi2 sample used by us
for the neutron experiment. However, results confirmed unambiguously the existence of two

Q*

1 order magnetic phase transitions.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The neutron diffraction study of the magnetically ordered TbBi2 reveals that its magnetic
structure is between (4.2 - 15) K is characterized by the coexistence of two magnetic phases
which cannot be indexed within the reciprocal lattice point neither of the chemical cell nor
with any simple multiple of it. As no higher order satellites were detected, the models
considered were restricted to the sinusoidally modulated type. The incommensurate magnetic
structure of TbBj2 has been satisfactorily described by a single k = {1/2+r, 1/2+t, 1/2+1}
phase with some admixture of the phase describing a similar ordering but with somewhat
different T. At the temperature range (15 - 16) Kan abrupt transition of the phase II to a
paramagnetic state is observed. This effect is accompanied by a significant drop of magnetic
moment amplitude of the phase I from 8.13 to 5.6 UB with the simultaneous differentiation
of the sine-wave propagation along the [001] and [1 0 0] (or [0 1 0]) directions.

We identify the TI transition at 15-16 K with the transition at 14.61 K observed in the
specific heat. The difference between qualitatively determined transition temperature in
neutron experiment and specific heat results from the fact, that in the close-cycle helium
refirigerator working on a principle of a"cold finger" the temperature of a large sample's
volume is measured within an error of about IK. The same applies to the transition from the
ordered to paramagnetic state. But in the latter case, due to a large amount of short range
ordering (cf: Fig 7), which for TbBi2 appears as a wide diffuse "bulge" on the background,
the transition to the paramagetic state is not sharp. The intensities "immerse" into background
in a continuous way. Nevertheless there is no doubt that in vicinity of 22 K the magnetic
ordering vanishes and the transition is of the second order. The linear extrapolation of the
data points at 16 Kś T < 21 K indicates TN s 22 K.

Our search to find the T2 first order transition failed. Although in the paper we present (for
clarity) the difference diagrams, the data analysis was made on both, on difference and
original data. In particular we paid much of attention to the nuclear contribution looking for
eventual distortion of the lattice. In all measured temperatures nuclear intensities did not
reveal (within experimental error), any observable broadening. Hence for a moment, the
question of the second transition appears as puzzling effect and in spite of our efforts, basing
on our neutron powder experiment has not been yet resolved. Apparently, the further studies
have to be postponed until a single crystals of a good quality will be available.
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